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Abstract: Positive Energy District (PED) is recently proposed to be an integral part of a district/urban energy system with a corresponding positive influence. Thus, the PED concept could become the key solution to energy system transition towards carbon neutrality. This paper intends to report and visualize the initial analytical results of 60 existing PED projects in Europe about their main characteristics, including geographical information, spatial-temporal scale, energy concepts, building archetypes, finance source, keywords, finance model and challenges/barriers. As a result, a dedicated database is developed and it could be further expanded/interoperated through an interactive dashboard. It is found that Norway and Italy have the most PED projects so far. Many PED projects state a ‘yearly’ time scale while nearly 1/3 projects have less than 0.2 km² area in terms of spatial scale. The private investment together with regional/national grants is commonly observed. A mixture of residential, commercial and office/social buildings are found. The most common renewable energy systems include solar energy, district heating/cooling, wind and geothermal energy. Challenges and barriers for PED related projects vary from the planning stage to the implementation stage. Furthermore, the text mining approach is applied to examine the keywords or concentrations of PED-related projects at different stages. These preliminary results are expected to give useful guidance for future PED definitions and proposals of ‘reference PED’.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the Positive Energy District (PED) concept has been discussed substantially as it could become the key solution to energy systems in transition towards carbon neutrality. According to European Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan Action 3.2 [1], PED could be defined as an energy-efficient and energy-flexible urban area with surplus renewable energy production and net-zero greenhouse gas emission in a certain time frame. Some PED initiatives aim to create a knowledge base and a roadmap to achieve the energy transition of cities according to established time horizons [2].

Most of the studies and practical experiences about PEDs are based on newly built districts or planning of future districts. Monti et al. [3] described the process of adaptation and the challenges/barriers faced by the PED decision makers. They also proposed how simulation, optimization, ICT approaches and business models are combined in a holistic and pragmatic way. Lindholm et al. [4] defined three types of PEDs (i.e., PED...
autonomous, PED dynamic, and PED virtual), depending on the system boundary and energy import/export conditions. They also pointed out that PED is highly dependent on local context with many impacting factors, such as the available renewable energy sources, energy storage potential, population, energy consumption behavior, costs and regulations, which affect the design and operation of PEDs in different regions. A series of technical solutions, such as the integration of batteries, electric vehicles (EV), and grid-responsive control, were discussed to promote the development of PEDs [5]. Samadzadegan et al. [6] developed a framework to design energy systems for PED or zero-carbon districts, by focusing on estimating heating and cooling demand and sizing related renewable energy systems, e.g., solar photovoltaic (PV) and heat pumps. Shnapp et al. [7] proposed handling the energy performance targets by transferring to the district level the minimum energy requirements imposed by the energy performance of buildings directives to individual buildings. Gabaldón Moreno et al. [8] proposed a methodology for calculating the energy balance at the district level and energy performance of those districts with the potentials to become PEDs. A “double density” simulation scenario was studied further by Bambara et al. [9] to test residential densification potential for PED, where each existing detached house in a community is replaced with two energy-efficient houses of equal living area on the same land lot. From economical and technical points of view, Laitinen et al. [10] concluded that it is more feasible to achieve PED or net-zero energy district, rather than full energy self-sufficiency after they studied a series of technologies (e.g., local centralized wind power, solar PV, battery, heat storage and heat pump), using Helsinki as a case study. Moreover, Soutullo et al. [11] suggested that urban living labs could be a driver to achieve PED. Fatima et al. [12] studied PED’s implementation potential from a citizen engagement aspect. Uspenskaia et al. [13] recommended planning and modeling the replication of PED at the very early stage because it is important to find tailor-made solutions to fit spatial, legislative, socio-economic conditions and historical growth of the cities.

Apart from the newly built districts, an explanatory study was carried out as the first step to support the complex planning urban refurbishment, in order to achieve PED [14]. In their study, the key information on the different district types (e.g., energy consumption) was simulated to identify the districts with the highest potential for energy refurbishment. Civiero et al. [15] provide a view of a district simulation model able to analyze a reliable prediction of potential business scenarios on large scale retrofitting actions and to evaluate a set of parameters and co-benefits resulting from the renovation process of a cluster of buildings. Gouveia et al. [16] also argued that the transformation of the existing districts is essential, including historic districts, which present common challenges across EU cities, such as degraded dwellings, low-income families, and gentrification processes due to massive tourism flows. In their report, they discussed how the PED model can be an opportunity for historic districts to reduce their emissions and mitigate energy poverty. Moreover, a methodology for the evaluation of positive energy buildings and neighbourhoods is proposed in the report [17], where a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are defined with details on the calculation procedure for categories of Energy and Environmental, Economic, Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ), Social, Smartness and Energy flexibility.

A research gap is thus observed that there are many studies starting to address technical, economic, social aspects of PED, but very limited studies are found in characterizing PED. The Joint Programme Initiative Urban Europe (JPI UE) [18] plays an important role in coordinating PED projects across Europe, it actively engages the interests of different stakeholders, particularly, cities in PEDs. To accomplish its objectives, only Bossi et al. [19] summarized part of PED’s characteristics in aspects of geographic distribution, implementation status, building structure, land use, energy typology, success factors/challenges, and barriers. While Brozovsky et al. [20] identified different terminologies of PED, and related focused aspects (i.e., energy, social, climate). JPI UE needs more comprehensive scientific advice on the knowledge and methods for guiding the design, monitoring the operation and evaluating the performance of PED projects. Therefore, many other PED
characteristics need to be abstracted and categorized for further development of PED, such as district size, finance source, energy concepts, building archetypes, spatial/temporal scale and keywords. Moreover, as PED projects are expanding all the time, it is necessary to use a common tool/database to increase the semantic interoperability among different stakeholders, for an updated summary of PED’s main characteristics.

In the framework of both International Energy Agency—Energy in Buildings and Communities (IEA EBC) Programme Annex 83 [21] and EU Cost action CA19126 [22], the working groups are now collecting data of PEDs and characterizing them for potential proposal of reference and replication of PEDs in different contexts. This paper, therefore, reviews the existing 60 projects within the European area from the JPI Urban Europe PED booklet, establishes the database, and further analyze/visualizes them for the main characteristics. The paper aims to illustrate the basic characteristics of existing PED projects in the EU, and then deliver the information to the targeted stakeholders, such as municipality, urban planner, real estate developer, utility company, policy/regulation maker, renewable energy provider, energy engineer etc., for them to further define, design, promote and implement potential PED projects. As the PED concept is new to most of the stakeholders, this paper intends to transfer the knowledge to the targeted groups through the review/analysis and the development of a database. The result will be also used for the iterative definition of PED in the two initiatives of IEA and EU Cost action.

2. Data Source and Research Methods

2.1. Data Source

The data of PED related projects is collected from the PED booklet [23] by JPI UE updated latest on 2019. JPI Urban Europe is conducting a programme on ‘Positive Energy Districts and Neighbourhoods [24] for Sustainable Urban Development’ with an implementation plan, SET (Strategic Energy Technology) Plan Action 3.2 [1], participated by about 20 European member states, in the context of Europe commitment towards clean energy transition and carbon neutrality. The total databank consists of 60 projects’ data that have similar goals to PED projects in Europe. These projects have been identified and updated by the participated cities of workshops conducted by JPI Urban Europe. The database is divided into several key parameters shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Parameters</th>
<th>Type of Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project characteristics</td>
<td>Location, initiated year, development stage, project area, finance model, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of buildings involved</td>
<td>Residential, commercial, social, industry, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common energy technologies</td>
<td>Solar Thermal, geothermal, PV, heat pumps, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key energy concepts</td>
<td>Energy combinations and strategies to meet the goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>Positive energy district, smart city, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV/E-mobility</td>
<td>Included/Excluded in energy strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal scale</td>
<td>Hourly/monthly/yearly, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving stakeholders</td>
<td>Municipality, citizens, real estate developers, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Supporting regulations, barriers, key success factors, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, it has been challenging to understand the energy typology and detailed strategies due to unclear/insufficient information for many projects from the JPI Urban Europe booklet. The data for the temporal scale of the projects are only available for very few projects. Due to this insufficient information, external sources, such as the website/publication of the specific project, have been studied and reviewed in order to collect more detailed information [25–42].
2.2. Research Methods
2.2.1. Development of Database

A comprehensive critical review was conducted based on the JPI Urban Europe booklet and the related academic literature. The essential data of literature was broken down into thematic categories as shown in Table 1. The important characteristics for PED were either discussed by experts in IEA EBC Annex 83 and EU Cost action CA19126 or extracted from the literature. All the information was observed, recorded and summarized in the excel sheet, which forms up the basic database for this review.

The key thematic parameters for the database are described in detail as below:

- **Project characteristics** include the location of the project, initiation year, the status of the project in 2019, which is further divided into stages ‘in planning’, ‘in implementation’, ‘implemented/in operation’. Such categorization refers to the projects where construction of the energy systems is completed and yet to be commissioned or integrate into the existing energy networks. The amount of area is being consumed by the cumulative of all energy systems installed with this project implementation. The appropriate financing source of each project is also checked.

- **The type of buildings** involved in the PEDs consist of residential, commercial and industrial, etc. In most cases, renewable energy systems are installed on building components (e.g., roofs, envelopes) to reduce local energy demands and further supply excess energy generation to the neighbourhoods.

- **The common energy technologies** used in PED are reviewed, including energy supply and storage.

- **Key energy concepts** are examined with strategies and detailed planning to reach the project goals. The selection of energy system combinations with different technologies is crucial, which needs intensive investigation and planning.

- **The keywords used in the projects** are identified and the most common keywords are abstracted. These keywords vary between the projects with different names, comparing to PED, such as smart city, positive energy blocks, zero energy building, smart grid, zero energy district, urban energy transition, etc.

- **Inclusive strategies of EV/e-mobility** are identified and included in the data collection. The strategies aim to encourage clean transport solutions within PED scope and integrate with energy systems to provide energy flexibility.

- **The temporal scale** of the project refers to achieving the project goals, relative to the time period in a day/month/year scale. Since most of the projects are still under planning and implementation stages and due to insufficient information from the sources, the data for temporal scale is only available for less than 50% of the identified projects.

- **Stakeholders in each project** are summarized, such as a regional municipality, citizens, real-estate developers etc. They are involved in a different stage of project development. The key drivers vary between every project and have analyzed the common driving stakeholders to understand the trends.

- **The key success factors** with supporting regulations along with challenges are collected. Every project would come across challenges/barriers or have key success factors while planning and implementing the project.

2.2.2. Text Extraction and Mining Method for Keywords Abstraction

The data used for extracting word clouds and sentiments are collected from the JPI Urban Europe booklet available in .pdf (portable document format) format. The projects are grouped according to the PED ambition and the development phase they are in, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Project groups according to PED ambitions and their development phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PED Implemented</td>
<td>Indicate PED ambition and are implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PED in Implementation</td>
<td>Indicate PED ambition and are amidst implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PED Planning</td>
<td>Indicate PED ambition and are still being planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towards-PED Implemented</td>
<td>Did not declare a PED ambition but present interesting features for the PED Program and are implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towards-PED in Implementation</td>
<td>Did not declare a PED ambition but presents interesting features for the PED Program and are amidst implementations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towards-PED Planning</td>
<td>Did not declare a PED ambition but presents interesting features for the PED Program and are still being planned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1: Text extraction and mining methods were firstly applied in Python with the aid of Pandas library (version 1.2.4, GitHub, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA) [43] to transform this data from an unstructured mix of tables and text into clean and structured data frames. These cleaning methods involved extracting the data from ‘.pdf’ format into ‘.txt’ (Text) format (since it is more friendly for running analysis), setting up of the text as structured data frames, removal of extra spaces, special characters, line breaks, website protocols, formatting the cases, stemming [44] and removal of stop words. Hence, the resultant is a data frame consisting of 6 cleaned records (belonging to the 6 groups of projects mentioned in Table 2), each record containing consolidated transcripts of all the project descriptions belonging to the respective groups.

Step 2: Natural Language Processing (NLP) method using text mining in Python with the aid of the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) libraries (Version 3.5, O’Reilly Media Inc., Sebastopol, CA, USA) [45] was subsequently used to extract the most used words from the 60 projects. Each word from each of the 6 records of the cleaned data frame is tokenized into its own variable, and the number of times the word repeats itself is the count value of that token. A new data frame is created to capture the tokenized word and its count value. This is repeated for each of the 6 groups and the top 50 words from each group are extracted along with their count value and plotted on a word cloud. A word cloud is a method of visualizing the most used words in transcripts of text data by using the count value of the tokenized words for the sorting. The words in a word cloud are displayed in a specific spatial format: the font size of the words indicate relevance to the magnitude of their use and colours vary for aesthetic reasons.

Step 3: TextBlob library (Version 0.16.0, Steven Loria, New York, NY, USA) [46] was then used to carry out a sentiment analysis study [45] on the dataset in order to determine the polarity and subjectivity of the groups of projects. The polarity value is used to indicate the positive or negative sentiments of a sentence, for example, “happy”, “nice”, “sad”, “bad” and such. Each word has a certain polarity value (positive or negative) and aggregated results of the values of words in an entire transcript are used as the key indicator of the opinion of that transcript [47]. Subjectivity and objectivity are the next measures determined wherein subjectivity is the expression of opinion in a text, and objectivity is the expression of facts.

2.2.3. Data Visualization

Given that the dataset contains several projects across different cities in Europe, a spatial visualization of the location of these projects was deemed vital. QGIS software (Version 3.10, Open Source Geospatial Foundation, Beaverton, OR, USA) [48] is a Geographic Information System (GIS) based open-source software used here to display the cities on a map. Each project is appended with the latitude and longitude of the city it lies in, and these latitudes and longitudes are wrapped over a European base map.
Another visualization technique used to plot the dataset in this project is an interactive dashboard (for non-spatial variables only) developed using the open-source Konstanz Information Miner Analytics Platform (Knime) (Version 4.3.2, KNIME AG, Zurich, Switzerland) [49]. Variables across the dataset are plotted against each other using interactive graphs and charts, for example, for visualizing the type of financing against the year of initiation of the project, and other such co-relations. Interactive means that a user can click on a project in one plot to highlight characteristics about that specific project in other plots across the dashboard as well.

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of Existing PED Projects

3.1.1. Initiation Year

The section shows the year of initiation of the first phase of all the 60 collected PED related projects in Europe. From Figure 1, the first project was initiated in 1970 and the second project in 1995, both in France. There have been very few projects, less than one project each year until before 2014, where 5 projects took place in that year. The momentum has increased from then with 8 projects in 2016, 9 projects in 2017, 11 projects in 2018, 6 projects in 2019, 4 projects in 2020, and no data for 5 projects.

![Figure 1. Initiated year of PED related projects.](image-url)

3.1.2. Location of Identified 60 PED Related Projects

This location of the identified 60 PED related projects is displayed in Figure 2. The most amount of projects are located in Norway, i.e., 9 projects, followed by 8 projects, 7 projects, 6 projects, 5 projects in Italy, Finland, Sweden and The Netherlands, respectively. There are 4 projects in Spain, Germany and Austria, 2 projects in both France and Denmark. There is one project in each of the remaining countries, Portugal, Turkey, Ireland, Belgium, Hungary, Switzerland, Greece, Estonia and Romania.
3.1.3. Status of the Identified Projects

This section reports the current development stage of 60 PED projects divided into categories mentioned in the development of the database. From Figure 3, the results clearly indicate that majority of the projects are under the implementation stage i.e., 26 projects. There are 11 projects under the planning stage, and 6 projects under both the planning and implementation stages. In total, 16 PED related projects are already implemented or in operation, among which 5 projects have completed implementation but have yet to integrate the energy systems into the existing local energy networks of the specific projects, while 11 projects are finally in operation stage. Information is not available for one project.

Figure 2. Locations of 60 PED related projects.

Figure 3. Development stage of collected 60 PED related projects.
3.1.4. Project Area (Spatial Scale)

The amount of project area (spatial scale) is counted by considering the installation of the planned energy systems in their locality. These energy systems might be installed on the residential, commercial or industrial roofs, or flat ground-mounted in open fields, or even through the virtual presence of an energy system. From Figure 4, most of the projects, i.e., 19 projects are claimed to be using less than 0.2 km² area, 7 projects between 0.21 and 0.4 km² area, 8 projects consuming area between 0.81 and 3.0 km², and there is one project claim to be consuming more than 25 km² area.

Figure 4. Project area of the 60 PED related projects.

3.1.5. Finance Models Used in PED Projects

In order to meet the project goals and bring clean energy transition, the finance model plays a vital role. Whereas this section demonstrates the common trends being deployed in 60 PED related projects shown in Figure 5. The combination of public, private and others, such as national or regional grants, has been the most common strategy in 20 projects. Only public financing in terms of EU grants or municipality funding is observed in 14 projects out of 60 projects in Europe, 5 projects which solely depend on private financing strategy, and there are 8 projects forwarding with private and public finance combination. However, there are more than 6 projects which do not have proper information about the financial model in the PED booklet by JPI Urban Europe.
3.1.6. Type of Buildings Involved

This section presents the commonly involved building types for installation of energy systems to supply local energy demand and also to generate excess energy to increase energy flexibility according to the specific project goals. Figure 6 illustrates that the residential sector appears to be predominantly used in the majority of the projects to install energy systems on available roof areas as it is being the primary focus for 39 projects. Office and social buildings are identified to be the main focus in around 24 projects and also followed by commercial buildings spaces for more than 20 projects. Other types of buildings such as institutional, cultural etc., are utilized as secondary spaces for implementing the energy systems.

It is also observed that almost all the projects have considered a mixture of different building types, depending on the major type of buildings existing in the locality. However, the overall trend focuses on involving the citizens as key drivers with the right motivating strategies which eventually address the spatial challenges to install energy systems required for local energy demand.
3.1.7. Major Energy Technologies

The commonly used energy technologies in these PED projects are examined and referred to as the three pillars of Energy Generation Energy Flexibility Energy Efficiency. These energy technologies are divided into categories as solar, district heating/cooling, heat pumps, geothermal energy, combined heat and power (CHP), energy storage, wind, e-mobility and others present in the inner circle of the pie chart shown in Figure 7. Solar energy technology is identified to be the primary source of energy supply in almost all projects, specifically photovoltaics (PV) and thermal are the main contributors for producing electricity and heating applications respectively. There are five situations where projects claimed to use solar technology but have not been specific about the type of solar energy. Other new/innovative forms of solar such as hybrid photovoltaic/thermal (PVT), building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), floating solar and solar roads technologies also have been considered in few projects.

District heating/cooling has been founded in 45 projects, in which heating is used in 43 projects and cooling in 2 projects. Heat pumps, geothermal energy and CHP plant used in 37 projects, 27 projects and 21 projects respectively. Electro-chemical energy battery technology storage for electricity application and seasonal thermal energy storage technology for heating/cooling application are explored as under the energy storage category. Wind energy and E-mobility technologies are identified using in 6 projects and 8 projects respectively. Other technologies, such as bioenergy, green hydrogen, hydropower and natural/mechanical ventilation etc., have also been integrated partly in few PED related projects in Europe.
Figure 7. Commonly used energy technologies.

Figure 8 represent the diversity of energy technologies in each country. Solar energy, district heating/cooling and heat pumps technologies are commonly considered in almost of the countries, geothermal energy and CHP plant are being used in nearly half of the countries as represented in Figure 8. Wind energy is integrated in a smaller number of countries such as Denmark, Finland, Germany, The Netherlands and Turkey, and energy storage is only seen in few countries such as Austria, Finland, Germany, Italy, Norway and Turkey.

Figure 8. Country-wise approach of energy typology.
Furthermore, the results indicate that Finland, The Netherlands and Norway have high diversity of using more types of energy technologies, followed by Germany, Austria, Italy and Turkey.

3.1.8. Challenges under Different Implementation Stage

The data collection focuses on challenges/barriers that are categorized into ‘under planning’, ‘under implementation stage’ and ‘implemented/in operation’ stages shown in Table 3. The gathered information on challenges/barriers reveals the following main topics: Administrative and policy (A&P), Legal and Regulatory (L&R), Technical, Environmental, Social and Cultural, Information and Awareness, Economical and Financial, and Stakeholders interest perspective [50].

### Table 3. Challenges and barriers in different stages of PED projects according to the main topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>PED in Planning</th>
<th>PED in Implementation</th>
<th>PED Implemented/in Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative &amp; Policy</td>
<td>Conflicts between different authorities involved in the project</td>
<td>Political management</td>
<td>Approvals and permits from municipality and other entities might lead to project timeline extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal &amp; Regulatory</td>
<td>System boundary conditions defined</td>
<td>Regulatory framework which governs involved actors throughout Europe</td>
<td>Regulatory barriers for piloting/testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Coping with rapid growth of new technologies</td>
<td>Identification and deployment of local feasible clean energy systems</td>
<td>Analysis required for hybrid energy system operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Energy generation system is far away from the consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Cultural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal mining challenges in the urban areas to reduce the distance from energy generation system far away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; Awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td>Local citizen acceptance towards new things in rural areas</td>
<td>The electricity supply examined properly above 90 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economical &amp; Financial</td>
<td>Economic feasibility</td>
<td>Finance dependence on private investors</td>
<td>Disallowing inefficient and high polluting energy generation systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders interest</td>
<td>Encouragement of project drivers like real estate developers</td>
<td>Stakeholders and involved actor’s commitment towards project goals</td>
<td>Conflicts due to lack of common interest between different landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Active consideration of local knowledge</td>
<td>Creating interest in project drivers like building owners and landlords</td>
<td>Strong collaborations needed between energy companies and real estate developers for fast implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of supporting studies/knowledge for planning</td>
<td>Lack of supporting studies/knowledge for implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenges associated with stakeholders’ involvement, administrative, and technical issues had great relevance in all PED stages. The economic and financial feasibility was crucial in both planning and implementation stages as well as supporting studies or knowledge. However, legal and regulatory barriers were important in the implementation and operation stages. Finally, only in the operation stage environmental and social and cultural aspects were considered possible barriers.
3.2. Most Commonly Used Words and Sentiment Analysis

Figure 9 shows the most commonly used words in the project description transcripts according to their classification from Table 2. As seen from the figure, projects that are already implemented (both PED and towards PED) show high use of words like ‘consumption’, ‘passive’, ‘heating’, and ‘industry’. On the other hand, projects that are yet planning (both PED and towards PED) use words such as ‘urban’, ‘solutions’, ‘quarter’, ‘research’, and ‘residential’. Projects that are in implementation (both PED and towards PED) mostly repeat words like ‘citizen’, ‘planning’, ‘urban’, ‘heating’, ‘supply’, and ‘cost’. Finally, both implemented and in implementation towards PED projects use heating, cost and supply words.

![Figure 9. Most commonly used words for PED.](image)

Figure 10 displays the sentiments portrayed by the 6 groups of projects in the context of polarity (positivity and negativity) and subjectivity-objectivity (opinions-facts). In general, PED implemented projects have very positive feedback, reflecting by the text. We see both PED and towards PED implemented projects have higher subjectivity than objectivity, compared to their planning phase counterparts. This could be interpreted as the implemented projects are mostly influenced by diverse factors, such as dynamic data, citizens and other stakeholders, while those projects in planning stages emphasize more on objective learning experience from literature, simulation data and the related estimations.

![Figure 10. Sentiment Analysis.](image)
3.3. Interactive Dashboard

The interactive dashboard consists of five visualization charts in total (as shown in Figure 11). The display begins with a pie chart that visualizes the proportions of projects initiated across the years. The respective colour scheme index displays the corresponding year in which the project was initiated. The displayed values across the pie chart can be toggled between the number of projects and proportions in the form of a percentage. Below the yearly distribution chart, on the left is a horizontal bar chart that shows the proportions of the projects based on their grouping from Table 2 (i.e., PED ambition and phase of implementation). On the right, a second pie chart visualizes the types of investments received by the projects and their respective proportions. Finally, two scatter plot charts are displayed at the bottom of the dashboard. The left chart shows the co-relation between the initiation year of the projects and the phase it is in today, and the right chart displays the co-relation between the initiation year of the projects and the financial model it observes. Multiple colours for the data points across the y-axis on these two charts are for ease of visualization for the viewer. Selecting any segment or data point from any of the plots highlights all the characteristics covered by those selected projects in the remaining 4 plots.

Figure 11. Interactive Knime Dashboard.
Such a dashboard is built upon the database developed in Section 3.1 and can be further extended and updated automatically once there is new project information in the database. It is also possible to upload the dashboard online, to increase the ease of sharing the knowledge, data and experience in PED related projects, as well as to enable interoperable interaction with different stakeholders when they plan or implement PED projects.

4. Discussion

In this study, the projects have been taken from the PED book by JPI Urban Europe, which invited voluntary input data over the project experience and knowledge. It should also be noted that this is not an overview of the PEDs in Europe, as countries have contributed unequally to the development of the book. Since most of the projects are still under planning and implementation stages, it has been challenging to understand the updated information/data of many projects. In addition, due to the insufficient information, there are little data, such as energy technologies for PED, which is unclear during data collection. These bring certain uncertainty to the analysis result.

However, it is interesting to examine the main characteristics of the collected 60 PED related projects, and the results shall have certain guidelines for the final PED definition and the proposal of ‘reference PED’. The non-existence of a standard and consolidated definition of the PED concept is in fact one of the main limitations to its development and deployment in European cities, so as to boost the energy transition within a common reference framework [51] for sustainable urban development. So, different approaches and aspects related to the realization of PEDs will be aligned taking into account European cities diversity.

According to results, the identified 60 projects are constituted in Europe with a large number of projects in Norway (9 projects) and Italy (8 projects) respectively. Although the first project took place in 1970, the momentum for such climate neutral goals has started in 2014.

According to the database, most PED related projects choose ‘yearly’ as the time scale. However, it is not possible to identify the temporal scale for many projects since they are still under the planning stage. Regarding the project area (spatial scale), the general trend is to include residential, commercial and industrial buildings for installation of renewable energy systems in a city or district, which is to avoid the deployment of large energy systems in open fields. This might need supporting policies that support direct consumers to involve in adapting implementation on their premises. However, this strategy would need to consider providing economic feasibility or encouraging policies that attract private investments. The analysis observes that public, private with regional/national grants is a commonly used financial model which reflects active involvement from the private sector. In addition, there are some projects that do not have many local renewable energy sources, but they purchase energy from outside of the district boundary (so-called ‘virtual PED’).

Based on the results, residential, commercial and office/social buildings are highly involved in the installation of energy systems, which depends on citizens commitment towards project goals (but the goals might deviate from the designed timeframe of the project). Meanwhile, the stakeholders, such as the municipality, would need to address overcoming the policy restrictions to further ease the process of adapting the energy system, and also need to conduct necessary activities to bring awareness in consumers and motivate for participation.

The energy mix for project goals includes solar energy, district heating/cooling, wind and geothermal energy are primary technologies, where solar technologies show dominance because of its potential. However, due to the unavailability of solar energy during most half of the day and during winter seasons, exploration towards other forms of renewable energy sources, such as geothermal energy, wind, etc., yet may not be totally reliably options during peak demands. In this context, energy storage might be the alternative way. Apparently, energy storage has not been part of the major energy strategies, which might
be due to the unavailability of enough planning, economic feasibility, high maintenance etc. This also might be part of the reason for PED related projects choosing a yearly temporal scale rather than daily/monthly or seasonally.

In terms of the most used words in the project descriptions, it is observed that projects that are already ‘implemented’ (both PED and towards PED) tend to concentrate highly on ‘consumption’, ‘production’, ‘heating’- characteristics that are generally repeatedly showed interest in when the project is implemented and running. On the other hand, projects that are yet ‘planning’ (both PED and towards PED) tend to concentrate on ‘solutions’, ‘research’- characteristics that are generally repeatedly discussed when a project is being planned. Projects that are in the middle, i.e., ‘In Implementation’ (both PED and towards PED) mostly repeat words like ‘planning’ and ‘solution’, like the ‘planning’ stage projects, but given they are closer to ‘implementation’ they also display interest in ‘heating’ and ‘supply’. In the sentiment analysis plot, we deduce that while the X-axis does not reflect a particular pattern, it is observed that projects that are still in the planning phase are more akin to depend on established facts for their documentation, whereas the implemented projects lean towards expressing more opinions (that hint their documentation is developed through experience) and do not have to depend solely on facts. The lessons learned from the preliminary analysis of these PED projects provide a starting point for achieving the objective of reducing the existing research gap in the characterization of PEDs. A key aspect is facing the complexity of the urban system and the resulting interrelationships between social inclusion, energy systems, infrastructure, circular economy and mobility for sustainable urbanization. This calls up building or PED-related simulation tools or platforms to tackle such challenges [52,53].

Moreover, a short summary of a few PED projects with a good level of detailed data has been further analyzed in terms of their energy balance/flows. Table 4 provides the main energy concept/flows and some of them in the implementation/operation stage have clear energy flows, such as Åland Island in Finland, Stor-Elvdal and Drammen in Norway. The annual energy flows in the year 2030 for two scenarios (2030—100% sustainable mobility: (1) 2030 SM Syn scenario—Domestic production of sustainable fuels 2030, (2) 2030 SM EI scenario—High Electrification 2030) at Åland Island are illustrated in Figure 12 [54,55].

Table 4. Summary of major energy concepts and flows of a few PED projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City/District</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Development Stage in 2020</th>
<th>Temporal Scale</th>
<th>Major Energy Flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Åland Island</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Under implementation</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>• Target: 100% self-sufficient and 100% fossil-free.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Solar PV now: 1.7% to 0.7% of power demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Wind now: about 20% of total power demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Other sources, such as waste heat and CHP, bioenergy, wave power are still under implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stor-Elvdal Municipality</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>In operation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>• The demand for heat on the campus is covered by on-site heat production through the CHP plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• One-third of the electricity demand is covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The rest is supplied by solar PV with batteries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City/District</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Development Stage in 2020</th>
<th>Temporal Scale</th>
<th>Major Energy Flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Drammen**   | Norway  | In operation              | Yearly         | ● 85% of the heating needs are met by the large-scale fjord source heat pump (13 MW). The rest of the 15% heating needs are met by gas fired boiler.  
● The average annual energy supply is 67 GWh.  
● The heat pump is significantly cheaper than a gas heating system, saving the city around €2.7 m a year.  
● 1.5 million tonnes of CO₂ have already been saved by switching from gas to the ammonia heat pump. |
| **Oulu**      | Finland | Under implementation      | Yearly         | ● District heating system supplemented with solar PV and geothermal energy technologies.  
● PV installations on the roof and geothermal heat pump and thermal borehole storage underneath the shopping mall.  
● Surplus heat shall be used for refrigeration and seasonal energy storage tanks increasing self-reliance during peak loads. |
| **Turku**     | Finland | Under planning            | n/a            | ● Aim to become carbon neutral by 2029  
● 515 solar PV panels installed on new residential buildings will supply energy more than consumption in summer.  
● Utilizing the ground source heat with waste heat recovery extracted from 30 other buildings nearby.  
● 1 MW solar park is installed in the district by energy company, where the company rents out solar panels and reduces consumer electricity bills.  
● Solar thermal collectors are used to produce heat and store underground to use for winter needs.  
● Further two-way heat trading facility is provided. |
| **Tampere**   | Finland | Under implementation      | n/a            | ● Solar PV farm installed outside the city will be used for energy needs inside the city along with geothermal local district heating and heat pumps. |
| **Bodø**      | Norway  | Under planning            | Yearly         | ● Although this municipality has excess power production capacity, distribution networks is the main drawback in several places. Therefore, smart city goals are focused on achieving energy efficiency, creation of stable and sustainable energy systems, and reducing of peak demands.  
● This energy system uses local renewable energy productions, supply and optimization with regional, national, Nordic and EU electricity networks. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City/District</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Development Stage in 2020</th>
<th>Temporal Scale</th>
<th>Major Energy Flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elverum</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Under planning and implementation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>• Firstly, reducing the energy demand in buildings and depending energy production on local renewable energy sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Energy storage in the form of batteries or thermal energy storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trondheim</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Under implementation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>• Conventional electricity is being provided by largely hydropower with 21 g CO$_2$eq/kWh, and district heating through burning local waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Installation of solar PV arrays, heat pumps integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Large 1500 kWh battery storage would attribute to reaching the energy peak demands and surplus energy supply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergen</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Under planning</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>• Primarily improving energy efficiency to reduce energy demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Individual energy systems based on renewable energy sources such as PV, thermal technologies are developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Further surplus power will be supplied to EV mobility solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odense</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Under implementation</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>• To eliminate fossil fuels by 2025 and reach to top 3 cheapest district heating prices in Denmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• District heating supply with waste heat, energy power production from renewables such as wind power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Further strategically investing in smaller energy units which include 10–20 MW heat pumps, 30–50 MW biomass boilers and +50 MW electric boilers etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osterby</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Under implementation</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>• The project aims to reduce the heating costs from district heating with other networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Connecting and sharing energy with the large district heating facilities with neighbourhoods reflecting energy flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 2.07 MWp PV roof mounted installation that will operate the cooling machines in the mall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Under implementation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>• Producing heat through local waste is enough to provide heating for the whole area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund (Brunnshög)</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Under implementation</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>• Large scale district heating is installed to provide low temperature applications with renewable energy systems integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Existing district heating used by biomass will be replaced by large scale biofuel CHP plant along with geothermal energy unit, waste heat combustion and district cooling heat pumps etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City/District</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Development Stage in 2020</td>
<td>Temporal Scale</td>
<td>Major Energy Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund (Medicon Village)</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Implementation completed</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>• Primarily trying to reduce the energy needs yearly by improving energy efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Installing solar power on rooftop of buildings for more sustainability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Cont.

Figure 12. The annual energy flows in the year 2030 at Åland Island towards 2030 target—100% sustainable mobility for two scenarios: (a) SM Syn scenario—domestic production of sustainable fuels and (b) SM EI scenario—high electrification. Reprinted from [55].
It is observed the major energy contributions varies from district to district. For instance, Åland Island replies on biomass and wind power a lot, while Stor-Elvdal municipality prefers CHP plant, and in Drammen municipalities, a heat pump is used mostly. However, these districts are not fully self-sufficient, and they have to import energy to cover peaks. For instance, as shown in Figure 12, Åland Island has to import 4 or 7 GWh of electricity in 2030. It is not easy to judge whether they are PEDs or not at this stage since there is no standard and KPIs available now. According to the mentioned work from EERA JPSC and JPI UE, four categories of PEDs have been established based on two main aspects: the boundaries and limits of the PED in order to reach a net positive yearly energy balance and the energy exchanges (import/export) in order to compensate for energy surpluses and shortages between the buildings or the external grid. All the four described categories of PEDs (PED autonomous, PED dynamic, and PED virtual, Candidate-PED) are based on the accomplishment of a yearly positive energy balance, measured in greenhouse gas emissions, with use of renewables within the defined boundaries, and considering both building energy use and non-building energy use in a neighbourhood. Auto-and Dynamic-PEDs are the only categories where a net positive energy balance is achieved and Candidate-PED should compensate the energy difference with imported certified energy from outside the boundary. According to the boundaries descriptions aligned to the draft definition of PEDs from EERA JPSC working group and JPI Urban Europe, the net positive yearly energy balance is assessed within the functional or virtual boundaries. Thus, PEDs will achieve a net positive energy balance and dynamic exchanges within the functional/virtual boundaries, but in addition, it may provide a connection between buildings within the virtual boundaries of the neighbourhood.

It is necessary to pay specific attention to the differences between cities across different regions when promoting the development of PEDs. This is because cities differ from each other at the local, national and international levels from the perspectives of geography, resources, social, economy, culture, infrastructure, and progress for the carbon-neutral target. This would bring a difference in planning, technology selection/implementation, investment portfolio, stakeholders involvement, regulations, keywords etc., during the PED development. However, it is important to have a commonly recognized definition of PED, and its related KPI framework for evaluation. By learning the main characteristics from those existing PED projects in the EU, it is helpful to define PED or propose ‘reference PED’ in other cultural and geographical contexts, which will bring significant common values in terms of replicability and potential generalization of PED across the globe.

5. Future Work

This paper focuses on preliminary analysis of identified PED projects, including projects with insufficient information. In order to understand the detailed analysis, the number of projects might be filtered based on projects with sufficient information to conduct the detailed analysis. Given that only 11 of the evaluated projects are at an advanced (operational) stage, a continuous evaluation of the progress of the PEDs currently in the planning and implementation phase is foreseen in order to update the initial database in subsequent stages. Collecting this additional information will extend and improve the PED characterization especially in aspects such as energy technologies and boundaries definition. Besides, more PED related projects have to be identified with sufficient data to support more comprehensive analysis. Such a task is ongoing in both IEA EBC Annex 83 and EU Cost action CA19126. This preliminary study of PED characteristics based on key parameters will be deepening and widening with a particular focus on key energy concepts, EV mobility, driving stakeholders and temporal scale. Furthermore, it is necessary to identify the potential projects with daily or monthly temporal scales, in order to discover the energy combinations to achieve a net positive energy balance and dynamic exchanges within the functional/virtual boundaries. In addition, a PED may provide a connection between buildings within the virtual boundaries of the neighbourhood.
In the context of text mining, the current analysis is developed using the cleaned dataset for the transcripts. However, when it comes to data cleaning, there are several more layers of refining and cleaning that can be carried out on the current transcripts to gain results that are even more accurate and finely assessed. To narrow down the uncertainty of the overall word cloud results, a deeper and multi-layered approach to designing the most used word cloud along with other clouds, such frequency and unique words used, can provide deeper insights. It is also planned to expand the scale of text mining, from the current PED booklet to comprehensive literature, project websites/reports, and so on. Furthermore, the Knime dashboard can include multi-variate plots across more than two variables (as is currently), allowing more significant insights on patterns of correlation between the variables. An online version of such a dashboard will further enhance the interoperable interaction with different stakeholders when they plan or implement PED projects.

Additionally, within the same framework of developing a PED, different areas across the globe must not only take into account specificities at the local level but also have a common definition of PED for standardized assessment. Ongoing works in the EU Cost action CA19126 also consider the integration of PED-Labs characteristics in mapping PEDs projects and initiatives framework. The PED mapping activities are also related to providing a very practical tool needed to guide PEDs implementation as well as to exchange knowledge and information. Potential integration of such a GIS data driven platform with the Knime dashboard could greatly support the involvement of cities stakeholders, and show the feasibility and impact of certain strategies that can pave the way to PED and climate-neutral cities. The alignment of these pilot initiatives could enhance the knowledge not only in the planning and deployment of PEDs in all aspects such as social, technical, financial, regulatory, etc., but also in the PED characterization/definition/KPIs, as well as showing ground for new methodologies, technical solutions and services to be developed in the future implementation of PEDs. These databases thus constitute an integrated approach to deploy an optimal integration in the technical, evaluation and management infrastructures of the city in different contexts.

6. Conclusions

This paper conducts a preliminary analysis of the main characteristics for 60 identified PED projects in Europe. A dedicated database is developed by considering a series of key parameters. It is found that a large number of PED projects locates in Norway and Italy. Although the first PED project took place in 1970, the momentum for such climate-neutral goals started in 2014. Most PED related projects choose ‘yearly’ as the time scale. Nearly 1/3 of projects have less than 0.2 km² area as their spatial scale. In this case, the definition of the project area and the information regarding its boundaries calculation are both very relevant to evaluate the PEDs features of the projects and the business model adopted. Different financing mechanisms and innovative procurement solutions are required to support different large scale actions. The private investment together with regional/national grants is a commonly used financial model which reflects active involvement from the private sector. Residential, commercial and office/social buildings are mostly involved in the installation of renewable energy systems, which includes solar energy, district heating/cooling, wind and geothermal energy are primary technologies, where solar technologies show dominance. Substantial challenges and barriers for PED related projects vary from planning stage to implementation stage.

The non-technological PED solutions (e.g., solution for Governance, Economic, Social, Environmental, Spatial, Legal/Regulatory) are not clearly considered in the Booklet analysis. This is why the next interactive PEDs mapping tools will take into account those aspects that could help to share information and boost the PEDs replication within the main target groups, and according to a local broader perspective.
In addition to the development of the database, the text mining approach is applied to further examine the keywords of PED-related projects. It is observed that projects that are already ‘implemented’ (both PED and towards PED) concentrate highly on ‘consumption’, ‘production’, ‘heating’. While the projects that are yet ‘planning’ (both PED and towards PED) focus on ‘solutions’, ‘research’. Projects that are ‘In Implementation’ (both PED and towards PED), mostly repeat words of ‘planning’ and ‘solution’, but given they are closer to ‘implementation’ they also display interest in ‘heating’ and ‘supply’. We also deduce that the projects that are still in the planning phase are more akin to depend on established facts for their documentation, whereas the implemented projects lean towards expressing more opinions by high involvement of stakeholders.

Although there is uncertainty due to limited data at the initial stage, the results are expected to give useful guidance for the final PED definition and proposal of ‘reference PED’. It is confident that the alignment among ongoing initiatives will represent the best way and very practical solution to step forward and facilitate the PEDs implementation in the next years, with more useful guidance and tools.
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